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1 Introduction 

One of the more bothersome aspects of developing 
a parallel program is that of monitoring the behavior 
of the program for debugging and performance tun- 
ing. Often there is no intrinsic support for examining 
program state and dynamics in a parallel program- 
ming system, let alone a useful interface for analyz- 
ing or visualizing that information. This paper dis- 
cusses an enhanced tracing facility and tracing tool for 
PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine), a message passing 
library for parallel processing in a heterogeneous en- 
vironment. PVM supports mixed collections of work- 
station clusters, shared-memory multiprocessors, and 
MPPs. The upcoming release of PVM, Version 3.4, 
contains a new and improved tracing facility which 
provides more flexible and efficient access to run-time 
program information. This new tracing system sup- 
ports a buffering mechanism to reduce the perturba- 
tion of user applications caused by tracing, and a more 
flexible trace event definition scheme which is based 
on a self-defining data format. The new scheme ex- 
pedites the collection of program execution histories, 
and allows for integration of user-defined custom trace 
events. The tracing instrumentation is built into the 
PVM library, to avoid re-compilation when tracing is 
desired, and supports on-the-fly adjustments to each 
task’s trace event mask, for control over the level of 
tracing detail. Along with this new tracing facility, 
the graphical console and monitor XPVM has been up- 
dated to provide better access to the new tracing func- 
tionality. Several new views have been implemented 
to utilize the additional tracing information now possi- 
ble, including user-defined events._.The XPYM..system 

A wide variety of scientists and applications pro- 
grammers are moving into the arena of parallel pro- 
cessing to solve ever larger problems with ever shorter 
execution time. Perhaps the greatest challenges to 
developing good parallel programs are successful d+ 
bugging and performance tuning. The central prob- 
lem is one of observability - it is difficult to determine 
the precise behavior of a set of concurrently executing 
tasks. Heisenberg uncertainty tells us that we simply 
cannot examine the behavior of such a system without 
perturbing it. Therefore, the goal of effective parallel 
program analysis is to provide accurate information 
by collecting traces with the least possible amount of 
intrusion on the parallel program. 

This paper focuses on the tracing facility to be 
provided in the upcoming release of PVM (Parallel 
Virtual Machine) [l], version 3.4. PVM is a mes- 
sage passing library which supports portable, inter- 
operable parallel processing in a heterogeneous envi- 
ronment. A single “virtual machine” can consist of 
clusters of workstations, shared-memory multiproces- 
sors, and Massively Parallel Processors (MPPs). The 
tracing facility described here supports the retrieval of 
program state information during run-time in the form 
of events, which can be viewed either in “real-time” or 
used in “post-mortem” analyses. These “trace events” 
can originate from any of a heterogeneous collection 
of architectures, independent of the data format which 
is automatically converted using PVM’s intrinsic data 
conversion techniques. 

A related tool, XPVM [2, 31, is a graphical con- 
-sole-and trace monitor that provides a graphical in- 
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munication. These views provide information about 
the interactions among tasks in a parallel program, to 
assist in debugging and performance tuning. XPVM 
is the next generation of a previous system known as 
Xab [4, 51. XPVM encompasses the functionality of 
the Xab system and extends it, and in addition uses 
the intrinsic PVM tracing facility rather than the cus- 
tom Xab tracing instrumentation ’. 

The upcoming release of PVM, version 3.4, con- 
tains an enhanced tracing facility which provides bet- 
ter flexibility and efficiency in gathering traces. The 
new facility supports bugered tracing, such that a large 
number of trace events can be combined into a sin- 
gle message for transferral to a trace replay tool, e.g. 
XPVM. Buffering trace events reduces the intrusion 
to the parallel application, thereby improving the ac- 
curacy of the resulting traces. A new trace event def- 
inition scheme has also been implemented to increase 
flexibility and expedite the processing of traces. The 
new scheme provides the capability for user-defined 
“custom” trace events. 

To better support the processing and analysis of 
traces generated using the new 3.4 facility, a new re- 
lease of XPVM, version 1.1, is now available. XPVM 
1.1 has been updated to include several new view fea- 
tures, and has been significantly optimized to improve 
its real-time monitoring and trace playback capabili- 
ties. 

The remainder of this paper discusses the new PVM 
3.4 tracing facility in more detail. Section 2 overviews 
the old PVM 3.3 tracing support for comparison pur- 
poses. Sections 3 and 4 describe the design of the new 
tracing facility and the new features in XPVM 1.1, 
respectively. Section 5 presents some experimental re- 
sults comparing the new systems to the original PVM 
3.3 and XPVM 1.0 releases. Section 6 proposes areas 
for future work. 

2 Background 
The first tracing facility for PVM was implemented 

in version 3.3. This tracing facility supported built-in 
tracing instrumentation. By integrating the instru- 
mentation for tracing directly into the PVM library, 
the user application did not have to be re-compiled 
to affect changes in the tracing output. The destina- 
tion for trace event collection, and the choice of which 
PVM routines t o h e  traced, co-uld-~l-b~seLe~ted at 
run-time. The new PVM 3.4  tracing facility sustains. 

either the entry or exit point of a PVM library routine, 
and contains information about any calling parame- 
ters or returned results. The trace events are trans- 
ferred to a tracing tool such as XPVM using the regu- 
lar PVM message channels. XPVM receives and pro- 
cesses these trace event messages to produce a “trace 
file” which can then be read in to drive graphical or 
textual views. The trace files for both the original and 
enhanced tracing facilities are written in SDDF (Self- 
Defining Data Format) [6] as designed for the “Pablo” 
system [7]. SDDF was chosen over the PICL format 
[8], as used by the widely known “ParaGraph” system 
[SI: because PICL was not sufficiently flexible to rep- 
resent all the trace information generated by PVM. 
SDDF is a de facto standard in the program visualiza- 
tion community, and presents a general trace format, 
allowing arbitrary data structuring and including se- 
mantic information. 

The original tracing facility provided with PVM 3.3 
did not support any buffering mechanism, resulting 
in high tracing overhead. For example, each message 
sent between PVM tasks generated four trace event 
messages to XPVM, two for the send and two for the 
receive. This deluge of trace messages severely per- 
turbed communication-intensive applications, slowing 
down their execution and making any accurate perfor- 
mance evaluation impossible. 

Trace buffering as such is not a new concept, and 
many trace instrumentation systems have supported 
buffering as a means for reducing intrusion. How- 
ever, there are several logistical concerns in design- 
ing a buffered tracing system. For systems such as 
PVM which often generate a continual progression 
of “patch levels” to fix or extend the system’s func- 
tionality, proper buffer unpacking can be challenging. 
Each new PVM patch is an opportunity for potential 
changes in trace event contents, and each such change 
requires that the corresponding event unpacking code 
in XPVM be correctly adjusted - a task that could 
easily be overlooked. Another issue arises with user- 
defined events, where the user could incorrectly specify 
an event’s contents, leading to incorrect unpacking. If 
some event in a trace buffer is not correctly unpacked, 
there may be extraneous data left in the buffer before 
the next event, making it impossible to confidently 
locate the start of that event. Alternately, too much 
.datacaulbb.e,unpackebfor.thefirst event , leaving only 



3.3 tracing facility was that the contents of trace 
events were hard-wired into the PVM library by hand. 
This made it necessary to manually code the unpack- 
ing of several trace events, opening many opportuni- 
ties for error. In addition, incorporating changes in 
trace event contents resulted in significant bookkeep- 
ing problems for XPVM when interoperating with dif- 
ferent patch levels. The resulting lack of stability in 
trace processing made the prospect of trace buffering 
problematic, and inspired the development of the more 
flexible scheme described in Section 3. This scheme 
supports automatic generation of trace event descrip- 
tions for both system and user-defined events, to en- 
force correct unpacking. 

3 PVM 3.4 Tracing Facility 
The goal of the new tracing facility for PVM 3.4 

was to fix the shortcomings of the 3.3 tracing facil- 
ity, and as much as possible plan for the future of 
PVM tracing needs. The primary features of the new 
facility are trace buffering, user-defined events, and 
flexible event contents. All of these are made possi- 
ble through use of a new trace event structure. This 
structure includes self-defining formatting information 
that allows automated unpacking, as discussed in the 
following subsections. 

3.1 Trace Event Structure 

The new trace event structure has been designed 
with flexibility in mind. The approach is to explicitly 
define each trace event record at run time, before its 
appearance in an event trace. This closely models the 
SDDF trace file format by including “trace descrip- 
tors” in the event stream. These descriptors precisely 
define the contents of each “trace record,” and specify 
the data types and unpacking order of the trace infor- 
mation. In addition, some semantic identification is 
included to assist tools like XPVM in finding and pro- 
cessing the raw trace data for driving animated views. 

Using trace descriptors alleviates the need for in- 
cluding formatting separators in trace records to en- 
force correct unpacking. Rather than repeatedly 
sending this formatting information inside each event 
record instance, a single descriptor can be sent once 
as needed, and then used as a template to correctly 
unpack each trace record for  ~- the given event. The 
trace records can-then contain-only the-necessary-raiv- 
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Figure 1: Trace Descriptor Format 

The format of trace descriptors is shown in Fig- 
ure 1. As with all the various trace message units 
in PVM 3.4, integer markers are packed at the be- 
ginning and end of each functional unit to identify the 
unit and separate it from other units in case events are 
buffered. Note that the end markers are not strictly 
necessary, but greatly simplify the task of unpacking 
a trace buffer and detecting errors. 

The trace descriptor unit contains a character 
string “Name” describing the event, as well as an in- 
teger “Event ID” number. The Event ID is used to 
streamline the processing of subsequent event record 
instances by avoiding string lookup. Note that Event 
IDS are unique only within the scope of any single 
task, and different tasks might associate different IDS 
with any particular event. A trace tool such as XPVM 
must keep track of which Event IDS a particular task 
is using. 

The remainder of the descriptor is a list of “Data 
ID / Data Type” pairs that describe the individual 
pieces of trace data. The “Data ID” is really a seman- 
tic identifier that indicates the origin of the particular 
trace data and so assists trace tools like XPVM in be- 
ing able to properly interpret and present the data. 
The ID is a 3-byte (character) mnemonic name that 
is associated with a full character string description of 
the data item, such as “[SRC / Message Source Task 
ID].” These IDS must remain fixed across all patch lev- 
els and major revisions of the tracing facility, to allow 
consistent identification of desired trace data. New 
semantic IDS can be added, but no changes or new in- 
terpretations of existing IDS can be applied. It is the 
semantic identifier that allows trace record contents 
to change and be reordered without affecting XPVM’s 
capability to process trace data. Trace event records 
can be searched for any desired piece of information 
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Figure 2: Semantic Identifier Unit Format 

sociate a modified character string description with an 
existing semantic ID. (Note that changing the descrip- 
tion text might be applied for clarification of meaning 
or for special trace file notations, but should not imply 
an actual semantic change lest backwards compatibil- 
ity be lost.) The format of the semantic trace unit is 
shown in Figure 2. The unit consists simply of a list 
of mnemonic ID / description pairs. 

The data type information included in trace de- 
scriptors is encoded in a single byte, so as to fit with a 
semantic ID into a single word. This is done both for 
convenience and efficiency. The possible data types 
supported are shown in Figure 3. Most of these data 
types are self explanatory, however a few are special- 
purpose in nature. The “Null” type indicates the ab- 
sence of data and corresponds to an empty trace data 
marker. This may be used for special trace tool direc- 
tives or other custom needs. The “Structure Start” 
and “Structure End” types are to be used in future ex- 
tensions which will allow structured data to be defined 
and passed in trace events. Like the Null data type, 
these types will not correspond to real data, but will 
act only as markers around a structure definition con- 
sisting of a sub-list of data types. The “Deferred” type 
is intended for any trace data which may be of a vari- 
able data type depending on the particular run-time 
calling parameters of the traced routine. For deferred 
data an additional data type identifier is packed with 
the actual data in each trace record event instance. 

Note that the above data types require only 4 bits 
to specify, leaving an additional 4 bits for extensions. 
One of these bits has already been reserved for de- 
termining whether the trace data is scalar or an ar- 
ray, as shown in Figure 4. Arrays are considered one- 
dimensional for simplicity, hence the number of dimen- 
sions need riot be specified. -FoT-the-purposes--of -pass- 

Figure 3: Descriptor Data Types 

Figure 4: Descriptor Data Type Dimension 

tracing feature, the dimensions and indices into such 
an array could easily be packed with the array to allow 
proper decoding of the one-dimensional data vector. 

Once a trace descriptor for a particular event has 
been sent, the corresponding trace records can then be 
sent and properly unpacked. This unpacked trace data 
is typically placed into a trace file or interpreted to 
drive analyses or animations. It should be noted that 
all trace messages in PVM are packed and sent like 
any other PVM messages, using the standard PVM 
message channels. XPVM is itself a PVM task, with a 
regular PVM task ID, and trace messages are directed 
to XPVM using this task ID and a special message 
code that XPVM chooses. 

The format of trace record events is very simple, 
consisting only of an event ID number and the trace 
data itself. This format is shown in Figure 5. The 
“<Event Data Marker>” and “<Event Data End 
Marker>” markers are present to verify the bound- 
aries among events in a buffer. As stated above, not 
all markers are strictly necessary, but they can be 
employed to simplify the unpacking of a trace event 
buffer. They are also a handy safeguard and do not 
incur significant-overhead. _-  - 



Figure 5: Trace Record Format 

the code that actually packs the trace records. In 
this way, there is significantly less chance for any d i s  
crepancy between corresponding descriptor / record 
pairs. A direct result of this is the capability for reli- 
able trace event buffering. 

There is, of course, some overhead associated with 
sending the additional trace descriptor events. But, 
with trace buffering it is possible to “piggy-back” each 
descriptor with the first instance of each corresponding 
trace record, thereby incurring little additional mes- 
sage overhead. Also, because the descriptors are al- 
ready constructed at compile time, a single conditional 
can be used to trigger the descriptor - Le. every time 
an event occurs, a simple flag is checked to determine 
whether the descriptor has been sent for that event 
yet. 

Several alternate methods exist for communicating 
the trace descriptors, but they each have significant 
drawbacks. The descriptors could be constructed on- 
the-fly at  run-time instead of at compile time, to avoid 
the pre-parsing step. But if the descriptors were gen- 
erated at run-time, the only reliable means for creat- 
ing them would require monitoring each piece of data 
as it was packed into the event record. This would 
require some sort of conditional check for each piece 
of event data, every time it was packed! In addition, 
this method would result in significant complexity and 
bookkeeping from trying to generate the descriptor 
and record simultaneously. 

Likewise, another alternative uses a special com- 
bination descriptor-record, with both formatting and 
data “merged” together into one trace unit. This ap- 
proach would also incur the repetitive overhead above, 
long after the descriptor information was sent, as the 
same conditionals would be executed for each piece of 
event data, again and again. 

3.3 Trace Facility Administration .__ .. 

such as XPVM need not endure the hassle of exten- 
sive bookkeeping to determine the various trace record 
contents for all different versions, but instead can just 
maintain a run-time list of the current descriptors be- 
ing used by tasks for the given trace. New trace events 
can be added and trace record contents rearranged 
without modifying XPVM’s trace file generation code. 
The new events may not yet be interpreted, but the 
trace data can be saved SO a future version of XPVM 
will be able to use it. Also, any specifications of view 
functionality can be implemented in a generic man- 
ner using the semantic identifiers and event names. 
This raises the possibility that some new events could 
be automatically interpreted and used in views based 
solely on their semantic content. 

3.4 Trace Buffering 
With the above new event structure, trace event 

buffering becomes a straightforward and safe feature 
to provide. Arbitrarily large collections of trace events 
can be correctly unpacked using the well-defined trace 
descriptor format information. Trace buffering in 
PVM 3.4 consists of packing multiple event units into 
the same PVM message buffer. Rather than sending 
many small event messages, one large message can be 
sent to reduce intrusion on the user application. This 
improves the accuracy of the tracing and the conve- 
nience to the user (in terms of reduced overhead). 

The user interface to trace buffering in PVM 3.4 
uses the existing PVM options routines, pvmsetopto  
and pvm-getopt (1. A user application can manually 
set its level of trace buffering using a call like: 

pvmsetopt ( PvmTraceBuf f er ,  size ) ; 
where the size argument can be an arbitrary positive 
integer, or zero to buffer the entire execution’s trace 
events. Note that in cases where the entire execution 
is to be buffered, care must be taken to insure that 
sufficient memory is available to hold the entire buffer 
of trace events. It is perhaps wiser for most full-scale 
applications to choose some large buffer size rather 
than buffering the entire execution. Also note that, 
like task output or any buffered data, a PVM task 
must exit normally using pvm-exit () for any remain- 
ing trace buffer to be obtained by XPVM. Otherwise, 
there is no reliable way to invoke the sending of the 
last-trace buffer and it will be lost. 



size are both set initially from the XPVM Spawn dia- 
log, but XPVM version 1.1 also supports “on-the-fly” 
adjustments to various tracing parameters, including 
the trace buffer size. 
3.5 User-Defined Trace Events 

Another useful feature made possible with trace de- 
scriptors is the capability for the user to define custom 
trace events, Custom events make the tracing facility 
extensible for any special user needs. In addition, they 
provide a means for the advanced PVM user to deter- 
mine the behavior of an application outside the scope 
of PVM system calls. While the remainder of the trac- 
ing facility is solely designed for providing information 
about the invocations of the PVM library routines, 
user-defined trace events allow the user to collect in- 
formation about the actual computation that is using 
PVM. With user-defined trace events, a programmer 
can send back intermediate results or mark the pass- 
ing of simple atomic occurrences, such as phases of a 
computation. 

For simplicity, the interface for custom trace events 
precisely resembles the regular PVM message inter- 
face. A special message encoding “PvmDataTrace” 
has been added, so that the user can use the existing 
pvm-pk*() routines to manually pack up an event as 
easily as any other PVM message. An example cus- 
tom event is shown in Figure 6. The PvmDataTrace 
encoding automatically inserts sufficient data typing 
information in the message to allow correct unpacking 
of the event by a tool such as XPVM. If trace buffer- 
ing is in effect; the message will be appended directly 
to any existing trace buffer. After the event is packed, 
pvmsend() is called with special predefined constants 
for the trace collection destination task ID and tracing 
message code. These constants dereference to the cor- 
rect internal tracing destination, e.g. XPVM. If the 
trace buffer is full or buffering is not activated, then 
the pvmsend() call will flush the custom event, along 
with any other buffered events. Otherwise, the custom 
event will wait in the buffer for a future buffer flush. 

Like other trace events, user-defined events can be 
controlled by setting the PVM trace mask. A single 
trace mask entry can be used to activate or deacti- 
vate all the user-defined trace events in an application. 
This control can be exerted at run time without re- 
compilation, either- at_ spawn time-or on-the-fly using 

pvminitsend( PvmDataTrace ; 
pvm-pkstr( “PVM i s  Cool, Start Phase 111” );  
pvm-pkint( &myintarray, 10, 3 ); 
pvm_pkdouble( &mydouble, I, 1 ); 
pvmsend( PVM-TRACEXD, PVM-TRACE-CODE ; 

Figure 6: Custom Trace Event Generation 

with the other regular events. A special “tick” mark 
will appear on the Space-Time View, and a textual 
representation of the data sent will appear in the Call 
Trace View. It is up to the user to decide how to 
interpret and use the information returned from user- 
defined events. 

4 XPVM 1.1 
To fully support the new features and information 

available in the PVM 3.4 tracing facility, XPVM has 
been upgraded to a new version 1.1. This version in- 
cludes a new Message Queue View and enhancements 
to several existing views. This version has also been 
optimized and re-organized to improve the “friendli- 
ness” of its user interface. The resulting interface is 
shown in Figure 7. 

XPVM 1.1 is fully backward compatible with the 
previous PVM 3.3 tracing facility event formats, and 
can simultaneously handle either format. PVM 3.3 
and 3.4, however, support sufficiently different mes- 
sage passing protocols that XPVM must be compiled 
for a specific PVM version to receive its trace event 
messages. Note however that any message-compatible 
PVM (e.g. vendor versions) can interoperate, inde- 
pendent of trace format. 

XPVM 1.1 is now fully compatible with both sets 
of the TCL and TK tool language systems. Some op- 
timizations have been applied to XPVM 1.1 as well. 
Because the interpreted TCL and TK languages ad- 
versely affected the performance of XPVM 1.0, much 
of the functionality has been migrated to faster C 
code. This has resulted in an order of magnitude im- 
provement in many code segments. 

The following subsections describe the new view 
features in XPVM 1.1 in more detail. 
4.1 Network View Enhancements 

The Network View is a depiction of the high-level 
activity on the hosts in the virtual machine, with col- 
ored icon images that are animated according to the 
statusohch-host-Oneof thedrawbacks of the origi- 



Figure 7: XPVM 1.1 Interface 

The primary network topology supported in XPVM 
1.1 is a simple bus, as typically seen with Ethernet net- 
works. At present all topologies are mapped to the this 
bus layout. The links from each host to the bus, and 
the individual bus links, are all animated. The width 
of a particular link corresponds to the bandwidth most 
recently realized on that link, and the message volume 
is shown by the color. An example of the new Network 
View is shown in Figure 8. 

The bandwidth is calculated upon message receipt, 
because it is not known in advance how long a partic- 
ular message will take to be transmitted. Specifically, 
the bandwidth is the average communication rate in 
bytes per second, equal to the ratio of total message 
size to total travel time. The bandwidth can be used 
to determine the load and performance of the network, 
thereby providing insight into the impact the network 
is having on the application’s performance. 

existence and magnitude of any communication bot- 
tlenecks in the application. 

4.2 Utilization View Optimizations 
The Utilization View shows the cumulative status 

of all tasks executing at each time instant. The view 
is depicted by a long line of histogram stacks, three 
rectangles per stack, spread along a horizontal time 
axis. At each time, the three rectangles represent the 
number of tasks that are busy computing, in system 
overhead and idle blocked on communication, respec- 
tively. 

In the previous version of XPVM 1.0, the Utiliza- 
tion View was the most computation-intensive view 
animation. The problem came from the fact that 
events were often collected over a network. Due to 
varying travel times, event messages from some hosts 
could arrive “behind schedule” compared to other 
hosts, resulting in an unfortunate “recalculation” of 



problem, especially with large traces. 
In XPVM 1.1, the solution is a slight modification 

of the Utilization View logic. The original Utilization 
View assumes a continuation of the last recorded state 
for a task until the next event is received. Thus, the 
right leading edge of the view progresses as if the state 
of all tasks is known. In the optimized view, a task’s 
status is not added to the utilization task counts until 
that task’s state is known up to a particular time. This 
results in a “progressive” leading edge as tasks grad- 
ually fill in their events from left to right, as shown in 
Figure 9. The overall result is a more correct depiction 
of the true task utilization (without any recursive “re- 
calculations”), that is also significantly more efficient 
by several orders of magnitude. 
4.3 Message Queue View 

The Message Queue View is a new view introduced 
in XPVM 1.1. This view shows the instantaneous 
number and size of messages that are buffered, waiting 
to be received, for each task. The view consists of a 
collection of “message stacks,’’ one for each task, that 
represent the pending messages. Each stack is made 
up of rectangles that represent the individual pend- 
ing messages. This information is especially useful in 
identifying communication “hot spots,” much like the 
message volume animation in the enhanced Network 
View, but at a higher resolution. In this view the mes- 
sage bottlenecks among individual tasks can be ob- 
served. The view is also “clickable” to reveal detailed 
textual information for individual message rectangles. 
This information includes the source task of the mes- 
sage, the message code, and the number of bytes (if 
known, see below). A sample of this view is shown in 
Figure 10. 

It should be noted that development of the Message 
Queue View required the flexibility of the new tracing 
facility in PVM 3.4. To depict the number of bytes in 
pending messages, their size must be known at send 
time. In the original PVM 3.3 tracing facility, this 
information had been omitted, and so precluded the 
use of the message size. The PVM 3.4 tracing facility 
was required to add the size of the outgoing message to 
the send event data. (For compatibility with PVM 3.3 
tracing, a default message size can be set using the “-M 
size” command line option to XPVM. To distinguish 
the default message size from actual message sizes, 
different colors are used for the message-rectangles.) 

- ~- 

collected. A parallel Cholesky matrix factorization al- 
gorithm was applied for the timings, using a 100x100 
matrix. The results of these timings are presented in 
the following subsections. 
5.1 Enhanced PVM Performance 

The execution time of the PVM Cholesky appli- 
cation was measured for both the old PVM 3.3 and 
new PVM 3.4 tracing facilities, with all possible trace 
events activated. For the PVM 3.4 timing runs, three 
different trace buffer sizes were used, for 1, 8, 20, 100 
and 1000 buffered trace events. The results are shown 
in Figure 11. For PVM 3.3 tracing, the Cholesky ex- 
ample took over 33 seconds with tracing versus only 8 
seconds without tracing, for a 400% tracing overhead. 
For PVM 3.4 tracing with no trace buffering (buffer 
size set to l), comparable results were found. Only 
a minor additional degradation was seen in the PVM 
3.4 tracing due to the additional trace descriptor in- 
formation. 

When trace buffering is applied in PVM 3.4 tracing, 
a significant improvement is seen. For a buffer size of 
8, the execution time drops to about 23 seconds, for 
less than 300% overhead (a 25% improvement). Ulti- 
mately, for a buffer size of 1000 the tracing overhead 
becomes almost negligible, with an execution time just 
a bit over 8 seconds, for a total overhead of only 2-3%. 
5.2 Optimized XPVM Performance 

To examine the improvement in efficiency in XPVM 
1.1, a sample trace from the above PVM timings was 
run through both XPVM 1.0 and 1.1. The timing dif- 
ferences were staggering, as shown in Figure 12. For 
a large trace file of 0.5 Megabytes, representing 34 
seconds of execution, XPVM 1.1 animated the trace 
in exactly 2 minutes with the Network and Space- 
Time Views activated. Playing the same trace through 
XPVM 1.0 was infeasible, taking 30 minutes for only 
the first 6 seconds of trace time. Projecting from this 
initial timings, the total time to animate the trace in 
XPVM 1.0 is well over 2.5 hours. This is a difference 
of 75 times, or almost 2 orders of magnitude. 

For the same trace run with all views activated (in- 
cluding the extra Message Queue View not available 
in XPVM l.O), the XPVM 1.1 animation took only 
191 seconds. The XPVM 1.0 animation only reached 
4 seconds of trace time after 30 minutes, for a dif- 
ference of over 80 times or two orders of magnitude 
improvement. - - _  

- 
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Figure 11: PVM Tracing Facility Comparison 

system supports buffered tracing to reduce the pertur- 
bation of tracing user applications, thereby improving 
the accuracy of trace information for debugging and 
performance tuning. The new system also supports 
custom user-defined events. In conjunction with the 
new PVM 3.4 tracing, an enhanced version of XPVM 
1.1 has been developed to utilizes the new tracing in- 
formation and provide new and extended view ani- 
mation. Both PVM 3.4 tracing and XPVM 1.1 have 
been shown to perform substantially more efficiently 
in collecting and animating parallel program traces. 

There are several directions for future work. There 
is a need for higher level (less detailed) tracing in- 
formation for more effective performance tuning and 
other general analyses. The immense amount of in- 
formation from parallel program execution makes it 
critical to find ways to reduce the size of execution 
traces. 

It is also essential to continue searching for better 
ways to visualize the mountains of trace data already 
collected, so that users can more readily understand 
the behavior of interest. Tools need to start assisting 
users by pointing out anomalous behavior which may 
be causing problems, yet may not be obvious or ex- 
pected by the user. The wealth of existing statistical 
analysis techniques should be applied to this end. 
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